This work concerns a new kind of neural structure that involves a multidimensional adaptive activation function. The proposed architecture, based on multi-dimensional cubic spline, allows to collect information from the previous network layer in aggregate form. In other words the number of network connections (structural complexity) can be very low respect to the problem complexity. This fact, as experimentally demonstrated in the paper, improve the network generalization capabilities and speed up the convergence of the learning process. A specific learning algorithm is derived and experimental results, demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
In traditional multilayer feed-forward neural networks each neuron computes the weighted sum of its inputs and applies to this sum a non-liner function called activation functions. Such functions are univariate, in other words, they represent a relation between a single input, the weighted sum, and a single output, the neuron response. Structures with multiple layers guarantee approximation capability of complex functions of several inputs. Recently a new interest in adaptive activation functions has arisen. The simplest solution we can imagine consists in involving gain a and slope b of the sigmoid a ( ] -e-")/(I +e-"") in the learning process [I] . A different approach is based on the use of polynomial functions [2] , which allows to reduce the size of the network and, in particular, the connection complexity; in fact, the digital implementation of the activation function through a LUT (look-up-table) keeps the overall complexity under control. This solution implies some drawbacks, principally with the adaptation of the coefficients in the learning phase, due to spurious minima and maxima. In addition, a polynomial function is a non-bounded function and the resulting approximation is generally poorly smooth. Later adaptive spline activation function was introduced [3] . With this approach each neuron is characterized by a different activation function whose shape can be modified through some control points, Further works [4] [5] demonstrated that such neuron architecture can improve approximation and generalization abilities of the entire network. The main idea of this work is to design a new kind of neural structure that involves more complex neurons. Specifically we introduce multivariate activation functions, in other terms the neuron response is the result of combination of several values, obtained as weighted sum of the layer inputs. Bivariate activation functions are studied in detail. Referring to Vitushkin's theorem [6] , the new network structure can approximate any functions of two variables and of course it can better represent functions of several variables. The major advantage in this approach in given by the possibility to implement these activation functions using cubic spline interpolation of control points.
REGULARIZATION THEORY AND MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION
The problem of learning a smooth mapping from examples is ill-posed in the sense that information in the data is generally not sufficient to reconstruct uniquely the mapping in regions where data are not available. Moreover, the present of noise in examples can lead to discover spurious structure in the data. Regularization techniques impose smoothness constraints on the approximating set of function J excluding high-frequency components. This allows increasing the generalization capability in approximation type problems. 
,,=I where g is the chosen basis function. The coefficients c,, depend on the data, and can be determined by solving the N,Me linear system (G +AI)c = t , where (G),,", = g (x,,, -x n ) is the Green's matrix, (c),, = c,, is the column vector of the coefficients and (t),, = r,, is the column vector of the targets. In real application, where the number of examples Ne is usually large, the problem related to the inversion of the matrix (G + A I ) results very difficult to solve. To avoid massive calculations we should think a network implementation of equation (3), using adaptive techniques to find the coefficients. As regard the choice of basis function, it depends on the class of stabilizers adopted. It is possible to derive more general approximation schemes in the same framework considering a tensor product of basis functions or an additive scheme. In particular, we should consider the function f as superposition of one-dimensional functions, one for each component of the input vector x, so that the effects of the different input variables can be examined separately [9] . We want here extend this solution considering a decomposition the functionfas sum of N = [ L / M 1 M-dimensional functions, each in charge of M components of the vector x (1.1 is the ceiling operator). We mean an approximation of the form:
Since reminder of division L/M can be non zero, some inputs for the last function are arbitrarily fixed. The simplest way to obtain this kind of approximation scheme is to choose a stabilizer such that it results:
J=o where ,uJ are fixed parameters and g (xi , x2 ,..., xM ) are an M-dimensional basis function. Substituting (5) in (3) we get to the final expression of the approximation function:
n=l
J=o
The symbol x,, J+k represents the M j + k component ( 1 I k I M ) of the n-th sample data.
As frequently occurs in practical applications, some of the input variables can be more relevant respect to others. It can therefore be appropriate to consider a change in the system of coordinates for the input space introducing a linear transformation. Calling w~,~ , 1 I k 5 M and 0 5 j S N -1 the vectors which determine the axis of the new system for k-th input variable ofj-th function and a, I the new centers in such a system, we obtain: we can rewrite the expression (7) as:
NEURAL NETWORKS WITH MULTI-DIMENSIONAL NEURONS
The approximation scheme derived fi-om the regularization theory can be revised into the neural network contest. ?he aim of this process is to exploit the neural network optimization techniques to estimate the parameters , U and the basis functions Y A multi-layer perceptron is a feed-forward neural network, consisting of a given number of units called neurons, which are connected by weighted links. These units are arranged in multiple layers, namely an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer; in total S layers. The overall network function that maps the input vector onto the output vector is established by the network connection weights. Each neuronj in the layer 1 of the network is a simple processing unit whose output is computed by passing the net input through a non-linear activation function a'') ( x ) : A generalization of this structure in now introduced, using more general multi-dimensional activation functions. Let ( 3 , x2 ,..., xM ) generic functions of M variables, we define multiple net inputs (see Figure 1 ): i=O such that the activation of neuronj in the layer 1 is computed as:
If we now consider a twdayer structure with linear output activation functions, the network functions are:
Equation (13) has the same form than expression (9). Using this network representation, we can find the solution of any function approximation problem in the regularization framework without necessarily invert the matrix (G + A I ) . It's sufficient to apply standard network learning techniques to find appropriate parameters of approximation scheme. In particular we can consider activation functions (.) as basis functions I+V, (.) .
IV. CUBIC SPLINE BASED ADAPTIVE ACTIVATION FUNCTION
The network implementation of equation (9) requires the definition of M-dimensional basis functions y, . Our idea consists in realizing these functions as hyper-surface interpolation of some control points using higher order interpolants. In particular piecewise cubic splines are here employed in order to render the hyper-surface continuous in its first partial derivatives. The entire approximation is represented through the concatenation of local functions h,,,, (U,, u2 ,..,uM ) , each related to center a,,,,., ,( 1 < k < M ) and controlled by 4M control points. For example, a 1D basis function h,,,, (uI ) is specified over the interval u ! "~) I uI I u ! "~+~) as the weighted average of the four points Q;"I-'), Q;"l),Q;"b+l), Q;"1+2) which are equally spaced along the uI axis. Without loss of generality, the origin can be translated to the point u;"l) and the interval scaled such that uI varies over the range 0 I U, I 1 . In 2D, basis functions h,,,, (uI , u2 ) are defined over the The matrix M determines the characteristic of the interpolant hyper-surface. The spline matrix impose the hyper-surface to pass through the control points; using a B-spline matrix the interpolant surface is constrained to lie within the convex hull related to the control points instead. Referring to the network structure illustrated in Figure 1 , we derive an algorithm to compute the activation of each neuron j during presentation of the n-th example. Localization of net input vector is performed considering control points in each direction that are equally spaced and symmetrically disposed respect to the axis origin. Let Ark and N , the fixed step between points and the number of points along the k-th dimension respectively, we have:
The constraint imposed is necessary to keep the net input within the active volume that encloses the control points.
step is to separate indices z , ,~ into integer and fractional part using the floor operator 1.1 :
+-
, with the constraint:
The integer part indicated as nkcj is used to address local control points of neuronj, while the fractional part uk,j is passed as normalized input to multidimensional cubic spline function h,,;l. After the training with Ne examples, activation function for the j-th neuron can be expressed as a combination of local spline basis functions:
The backpropagation (BP) algorithm is a well-known method to tune the weights such that the network performs a specific mapping of the input vector onto a desired output vector. An extension of the classical BP algorithm for multidimensional spline networks is now derived. Being p the learning step, the weights in the network are updated along a search direction opposite of the cost function gradient: where T, =[3ui 2u, 1 01 .
Control points of spline activation functions h,',!: are also updated at each step using the adaptation rule: l, 2,3) ,.... . The number of points that we have to adjust is 4'""'
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -CONCLUSIONS
Several experiments have been performed in order to compare the classical sigmoid and the mono-dimensional spline based activation function with the proposed multidimensional neuron. Two principal aspects were taken into account: the generalization capability and the control of the number of free parameters. While in a sigmoidal network all the parameters are updated at every step of the learning algorithm, using spline neurons only a subset of them results modified. As adaptation is made on a fixed number of the control points for each input sample, the number of control points can be initially chosen arbitrarily. The results of simulations on two-dimensional functions are reported in Table 1  and Table 2 . The first function is: while the second is the Gabor function defined as:
f(x, y) = e-(xz+)2) cos [0.75~(x + y)]
First columns indicate the different types of tested networks: N-x stands for a classical MLP with x hidden units, while
SI-x and S2-x are respectively one-dimensional and two-dimensional spline networks with x hidden neurons. Second columns contain the number of parameters updated at every learning step (NI). The tests were performed stopping the training when -2OdB, -22dB or -24dB error levels were reached during the learning phase. The learning set was composed by 50 samples lying in the square [-l,+l] x [-1,+1], obtained by a uniform probability density with zero mean and 0.1 variance gaussian noise added to the desired outputs. The criteria for the computation of generalization error mean, expressed in dB, and variance (<g.e.> and 0 : e ) is based on the initialization of twenty networks: if at least half of this group reached the threshold for training stop, <g.e.> and oz e was calculated averaging on the best 10 networks over an equally spaced grid of 441 points in [-l,+l] x [-1,+1], otherwise no values were reported in the corresponding columns. It was also considered the situation after lo00 learning cycles. In order to evaluate the generalization capability, another experiment was been carried out with the classical "two-spirals"
problem [ll] . It is an extremely hard two-class problem for plain MLP's. The task is to train on the 194 U 0 pairs until the learning system can produce the correct output for all of the inputs and then calculate the response for different inputs. Result of tests performed on 10200 equally spaced points in [-l,+l] x [-l,+l] is illustrated in Figure 3 . Clearly the proposed architecture outperform the other network structure as regard regularization capability. 
